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Wisdom from Asekor’s Journal, Part Two

“For wisdom is a defence, and money is a defence: but the excellency of
knowledge is, that wisdom giveth life to them that have it.”

ECCLESIASTES 7:12 (King James Version)

od must be the rock in which you stand, and your wife the cornerstone
that holds it all together.

To avoid the peril of sin is just not a good medicine for the soul, but to
strengthen and substantiate your worship in congregating your mind to the
throne of God.

Though the world is cryptic and caustic to the broken soul, yet when decipher
with patience the riches above flows with milk and honey.

An obstacle is a way to bolster your creed and elevate your credence, so hold
steadfast cause it’s there to converge you to the future.

If there is sin knocking at her heart, do not compromise, rebuke cause the soul is
at the verge of a breakthrough.

What you lust after today will be your end tomorrow, therefore, let the creed of
your heart remain your daily walk.

Engage in life with one who encourages your walk, not the soul that hinders your
steps.

Destiny compels you to delineate your steps, therefore, stay close to the life that
flows in unison with your credence.
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If your soul is depleted and destitute, seek out a lake and listen to the melody of
the leafs flowing in praises with the wind, and there you will find rest.

Don’t curtail a bond that esteems your vision, but nourish it and you will realize
that the culmination of life is right at sight.

The calling at hand ascertains a solid step, so don’t waver to the right or left
cause a soul out of the assemblage of the world on the verge of suicide is
screaming your rescue.

Where there is time, there are no last wishes, so no matter what the cost, stand
your ground even when the terror of life hits the core of your being, hold on, in
time your vision shall become a reality, so mold it and decelerate those hasty
thoughts.

Don’t forget the path that led you to the moment that brought you hope, cause in
it, there is nourishment for the future.

Forget the things behind and embrace the treasure of tomorrow because the
goals of yesterday are hindrance to the future.

Pay heed to the voice that calls in the wildness cause it’s there to guard your
steps to a blissful dream.

The discipline of God compels you to bring light to the land of the lost, so don’t
wither when he wounds you because his wound is intended to substantiate your
steps.

A test today is reward tomorrow so persevere through it like the wind and you will
find rest on the other side.
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